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Abstract
The IEC Technical Committee Working Group 77,
subcommittee 77A released an interpretation sheet in
August 2021 to address the issues surrounding testing of
certain classes of lighting products.
The topic of this document is as follows:
" Interpretation of the second set of requirements applicable
to Class C equipment with a rated power ≥ 5 W and ≤ 25 W
according to 7.4.3 of IEC 61000-3-2:2018 and IEC 61000-32:2018/AMD1:2020"
This document addresses observed discrepancies on
certain Harmonics and Flicker test systems from major
supplier having to do with two measurement requirements
for Class C products:
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1. The waveform of the input current shall be such that it
reaches the 5 % current threshold before or at 60°, has
its peak value before or at 65° and does not fall below
the 5 % current threshold before 90°, referenced to any
zero crossing of the fundamental supply voltage.
2. Components of current with frequencies above 9 kHz
shall not influence this evaluation (a filter similar to
the one described in 5.3 of IEC 61000-4-7:2002 and IEC
61000-4-7:2002/AMD1:2008 may be used.
Testing laboratories and Class C equipment manufacturers
concluded that several harmonics test systems with IEC
61000-4-7 compliant measurement equipment do not
completely filter out the components of current with
frequencies above 9 kHz, thus resulting in a non-accurate
evaluation of the phase angles. One of the reasons why
filters are not used is that they can alter the phase angle
itself by introducing a phase delay. This can result in
incorrect rejection of products by the EMC test system that
should pass.
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Class C Products between 5W and 25W
This issue relates specifically to Class C lighting products
as defined in section 7.4.3 of the IEC61000-3-2 Harmonics
standard and the requirement to comply to one of three
sets of requirement. The three requirements are:
• The harmonic currents shall not exceed the power-related
limits of Table 3, column 2.
• The third harmonic current, expressed as a percentage of
the fundamental current, shall not exceed 86 % and the fifth
harmonic current shall not exceed 61 %. In addition, the
waveform of the input current shall be such that it reaches the
5 % current threshold before or at 60°, has its peak value before
or at 65° and does not fall below the 5 % current threshold
before 90°, referenced to any zero crossing of the fundamental
supply voltage. The current threshold is 5 % of the highest
absolute peak value that occurs in the measurement window,
and the phase angle measurements are made on the cycle that
includes this absolute peak value (see Figure 2). Components
of current with frequencies above 9 kHz shall not influence
this evaluation (a filter similar to the one described in 5.3 of
IEC 61000-4-7:2002 and IEC 61000-4-7:2002/AMD1:2008 may
be used);
• The THD shall not exceed 70 %. The third order harmonic
current, expressed as a percentage of the fundamental
current, shall not exceed 35 %, the fifth order current shall not
exceed 25 %, the seventh order current shall not exceed 30 %,
the ninth and eleventh order currents shall not exceed 20 %
and the second order current shall not exceed 5 %.

Figure 1: IEC61000-3-2 Section 7.4, Figure 2 Shark fin Current
• At the time that the text was generated, the tested lamps had
smooth waveforms as depicted in Figure 1, with only small
variations in phase angles and current levels.
• To properly define what the evaluation criteria were, the text
defined “the cycle with the maximum peak value” to be
evaluated. This was purely a measurement issue, and had no
bearing on the compensating effect, which is present whether
the phase angle or current levels vary a little or not.

Background for the > 9kHz Influence
More measurements on a variety of lamps were made after
Edition 3.2 was published. The valley fill waveform became
available, and ultimately led to the 3rd test criterion with 70
% THD permitted.

Any one of these methods can be used by an EMC test lab
to determine compliance. The current waveform shown
in Figure 2 of the IEC standard is shown as Figure 1. It
illustrates the relative phase angle between current and
voltage as described in section 7.4.3.

Background for the Phase Angle requirement
The reasoning behind this requirement is as following:
• The “shark-fin” waveform has a 5th harmonic component
that somewhat compensates for the 5th harmonic of nonmitigated equipment with a bridge rectifier, capacitor input
circuit. As the 5th voltage distortion was and still is of concern,
the CFL lighting with a shark fin waveform was a welcome
development, and led to the waveform being specified in Ed.
3.2
• Because of the compensating effect, a relaxed 3rd harmonic
limit of 86 % and 5th harmonic limit of 61 % of the fundamental
current was permitted.
• Figure 2 in IEC 61000-3-2 was taken using a typical < 25 Watt
CFL, and was introduced/added in the draft for IEC61000-3-2
Ed. 3.2.

Figure 2: Light Bulb Valley Fill Current Waveform (Theoretical)
Various topologies of input circuits became available that
had significant components at higher frequencies. Various
reports were submitted to the IEC committee, illustrating
possible problems. Examples of actual Valley Fill waveforms
and other noisy lamp current waveforms are shown below.
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Various topologies of lamp input circuits may have
switching frequencies above 70 kHz. Thus, a digital filter
would require sampling frequencies of at least 150 kHz
(per Nyquist criterion). This can add substantial cost,
especially when upgrading existing EMC test systems,
which is unnecessary.

Figure 3: Actual Captured Valley Fill Waveform

Figure 5: Lamp Current with 71kHz Ripple Frequency

Figure 4: Typical Noisy Current Lamp < 25W Waveform
The ripple frequency can cause variations in the phase
angle where the peak value occurs. Therefore, in IEC 610003-2 Ed. 5 the following text was added:

Figure 6: Filtered version of current which meets Class C & D Limits

"Components of current with frequencies above 9 kHz
shall not influence this evaluation (a filter similar to the one
described in 5.3 of IEC 61000-4-7:2002 and IEC 61000-47:2002/AMD1:2008 may be used)"

Potential Problems Using Filters
The use of filters to eliminate or rather attenuate the effects
of harmonics over 9 kHz as suggested in IEC 61000-4-7
(-3dB @ 5kHz) will introduce significant phase shift and may
cause false fail conditions. Even an 10kHz cutoff filter will
cause some phase shift.
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Question
When applying the second set of requirements in 7.4.3,
what method shall be used to measure the phase angle in
order to avoid the influence of components of current with
frequencies above 9 kHz?

Original Intent of the Waveform requirement
The original Intent of the Waveform requirement in
section 7.4.3 of the Harmonics standard was not to
consider a momentary 'transgression' of the 65° rule as a
FAIL of the tested product, but rather an attempt to define
the measurement method used.
All harmonic current evaluations in IEC 61000-3-2
standard are based on the average emissions during
the observation period. This was also the consideration
behind the 3rd and 5th harmonic level allowance of 86%
& 61% for the “shark fin” type waveform. They are the
average measured during the test.

Unintended Consequences
Thus, the waveform specification in section 7.4.3 has had
unintended consequences of failing compliant EUTs on
several name brand EMC Test Systems that do not apply
filtering.

Figure 7: Shark fin Current Waveform Scope Capture with no filter

This is illustrated by the examples in Figures 7 and 8 of
the same waveform captures without filtering using a
scope with averaging turned off causing the peak current
detection to be at the wrong phase position (Figure 6)
versus the same EUT current captured with averaging
on (Figure 7) resulting in the correct phase angle
determination.

IEC61000-3-2-amd1-i1{ed5.0}
Interpretation Sheet
With the publication of the Interpretation Sheet for IEC
61000-3-2, this issue has now been resolved.
Test Labs can use readily available digital storage scope with
averaging mode to measure the correct peak phase angle
of the lamp current with respect to the sinewave voltage.
Newer EMC Test systems like the Pacific Power Source ECTS2
Series already use Harmonics and Flicker test software that
filters the lamp currents to determine the correct phase
angle.
Other brand systems will likely have to update their
measurement hardware and/or software to accomplish the
same.

Figure 8: Shark fin Current Waveform Filtered Scope Capture
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ECTS2 Series EMC Test Systems

Credits & Acknowledgements

For Class C products as covered by this paper, the LMX Series
low power linear based ECTS2 Harmonics and Flicker test
systems are a perfect fit. Fully compliant and with 800VA to
6000V power versions, these systems meet all Harmonics
and Flicker test standard Requirements.

The ISH for IEC 61000-3-2 Ed. 5 0 / 5.1 was largely created by
Mathieu van den Bergh, and the content of this document
was derived from the ISH with his permission.
Mathieu van den Bergh is president of CNS Poway, Inc., a
consulting and calibration services company that specializes
in Harmonics, Flicker and Power Line Immunity IEC Test
applications and consulting. Mathieu has served on several
IEC Technical Workings groups responsible for developing
and publishing IEC Test Standards for over thirty years and
has given frequent lectures and presentations on related
subjects. He has also published many articles covering the
intricacies of IEC test requirements and Harmonics, Flicker
and power line immunity test standard interpretations.
© 2021 CNS, Inc.

Figure 9: ECTS2-108L 800VA H&F Test System
For product test requirements other than Class C Lighting
products, single or three phase ECTS2 System configurations
up to 100kVA are available as well.

Customer Support
For application support, contact Pacific Power Source’s
Customers Service - Toll Free US: +1 (800) 854-2433 or your
local authorized Pacific Power Source distributor or send an
email to support@pacificpower.com.
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